SOUTH AFRICA’S PERSPECTIVE ON BUILDING A RULES BASED SYSTEM

COP20 (2014)
Agree to convert 2°C goal into a trajectory
Define minimum information
Agree on procedure to communicate INDCs
Agree on process for *ex ante* assessment

2015
Communication of INDCs
Negotiations on elements continue, adhering to Article 17 procedure

COP21 (2015)
Adoption of 2015 agreement
INDCs captured as part of the Paris outcome

2016: Year of *ex ante* assessment
*Ex ante* assessment to determine the adequacy and fairness of INDCs
Technical examination of contributions to determine level of ambition and gap
Consideration by SBs that make recommendations to the COP

COP22 (2016)
Final inscription of Parties’ commitments

2020-2030 and beyond
Implementation of commitments under the agreement